
Teacher Microphone
Our teacher microphone has superb voice pick up and audio quality 
thanks to a high-isolation microphone suspension, broad frequency 
response and digital synthesis. The single-button design is simple to 
use, lightweight, ergonomic and goes to sleep automatically when 
not in use.  The lightweight lithium ion battery charges quickly and 
has 7+ hours of talk time. 

When used with Juno™ Connect or ezRoom® Smart Receiver, the 
single, programmable button allows teachers to mute/unmute or 
give voice commands to adjust volume, control other devices and 
record lessons. When used with Conductor, teachers can use the 
button to call the front office or trigger school-wide alerts. It also 
includes a 3.5mm audio input jack for wireless transmission from 
any secondary audio source such as a computer or MP3 player.

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmission type Infrared

Transmitting frequency 2.1MHz, 2.3MHz, 2.4MHz,  
 2.8MHz, 3.3MHz, 3.6MHz programmable

Frequency response 70Hz – 8kHz

Microphone Unidirectional cardioid

Battery life 7 hours (typical)

Battery type Li-Ion, 3.7V, 850mAH

Operating range 30.4m/100ft, line of sight (typical)

Inputs 3.5mm aux input

Outputs Charge/programming jack

Size (wxhxd) 7.4 x 6.6 x 1.3cm/2.9 x 2.6 x 0.5in

Weight 73.7g/2.6oz (with battery and lanyard)*

USER CONTROLS

When Pendant Mic is in standby mode:

Press momentarily Wake

When Pendant Mic is active:

Press momentarily Mute/Un-mute

Press and hold  Issue Voice Command or trigger an alert or call  
the front office
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Our small, lightweight student microphone is easy for students to 
hold and even easier to use. The mic comes with a comfortable 
lavaliere clip that provides a hands-free option and lets the pass-around 
mic double as a teacher microphone if needed.

The student microphone has superb voice pick up and audio quality 
thanks to a high-isolation microphone suspension, broad frequency 
response and digital synthesis. Just like our teacher microphone, the 
lightweight lithium ion battery charges quickly and has 7+ hours of 
talk time.

It also includes a 3.5mm audio input jack for wireless transmission 
from any secondary audio source such as a computer or MP3 player. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmission type Infrared

Transmitting frequency 2.1MHz, 2.3MHz, 2.4MHz, 2.8MHz, 
3.3MHz, 3.6MHz programmable

Frequency response 70Hz – 8kHz

Microphone Unidirectional cardioid

Battery life 7 hours (typical)

Battery type Li-Ion, 3.7V, 850mAH

Operating range 21.3m/70ft, line of sight (typical)

Input 3.5mm aux input

Output Charge/programming jack

Size (wxhxd) 3.8 x 14.7 x 2.2cm/1.5 x 5.8 x 0.85in

Weight 70.8g/2.5oz

PUSH-TO-TALK SWITCH

Press and hold Push-to-talk

Press and slide up Power on
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